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Tallahassee Community College Faculty Votes to Unionize
The faculty of Tallahassee Community College has spoken and by a vote of 139 - 22
becomes the newest United Faculty of Florida (UFF) chapter. The faculty voted by an 86.3%
margin for UFF with 87% of the faculty voting. The vote count followed a three-week period of
balloting by mail and was certified by the Florida Public Employees Relations Committee today.
“We are delighted to have achieved this historic victory. This was not a vote against
administration but a vote for faculty. They have stood up for themselves. Our voices will now be
rightfully heard on issues that impact our employment and student success. We will be part of
the decision making process not standing outside of it. I couldn’t be more happy for our faculty,”
stated Jen Robinson, Professor of Art History and current President of non-bargaining UFF
faculty chapter.
“I want to congratulate the TCC faculty as it becomes the twenty-sixth UFF chapter and
the tenth college to become part of the United Faculty of Florida,” explained Dr. Jennifer
Proffitt, President of the United Faculty of Florida. “This vote clearly demonstrates that these
dedicated faculty members understand that their collective voice is vital to improve their
institution and their ability to effectively serve their students and the people of both this
community and the state of Florida. I and all the members of UFF welcome these faculty
members as the United Faculty of Florida-Tallahassee Community College (UFF-TCC). We are
excited to add their energy, knowledge, and professionalism to our cause of improving higher
education across our great state."
“Shared governance, the idea that administration, faculty, and staff should cooperate in
developing policies that create the best academic environment for student learning, is an essential
principle of higher education,” stated Frank M. Baglione, Professor of History at TCC for 26
years and the past Chairman of the TCC Faculty Senate "By voting for collective bargaining
through the TCC chapter of the United Faculty of Florida, the faculty hope to restore shared
governance and an atmosphere of collegiality in decision making for the benefit of the college,
its programs, and its students.”
UFF represents over 20,000 faculty at eleven state universities, St. Leo University, ten
colleges, and at four graduate assistant chapters.
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